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Abstract—Particle size distribution (PSD) characteristics of 

mature squall lines are investigated through global precipitation 
measurement (GPM) dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR) 
measurements. These squall lines consist of a leading convective 
line (LC), a weak-echo transition (WT) region and a trailing 
stratiform (TS) region. Their PSD characteristics are quite 
different from the existing conceptual models of mature squall 
line, given that many small raindrops/ice particles are found in the 
WT region while in the TS region raindrops/ice particles are 
sparse. Analysis shows that it is likely due to the short distance 
from LC to WT, where more particles may be dispersed from LC 
region and fall into WT region but barely have time to grow in 
size. In the TS region further behind LC, the particles have more 
time to get larger. Analysis also reveals that the mesoscale updraft 
generally occurs at mid-to-high levels in the TS region so that 
aggregations and collisions-coalescences could be promoted to 
increase the particle size but decrease the particle number. 
Through the GPM PSD data analysis, a refined conceptual model 
of MCS with squall line is presented in this study.  

Index Terms—squall line, particle size distribution, 
dual-frequency precipitation radar, global precipitation 
measurement mission  

I. INTRODUCTION 
mesoscale convective system (MCS) is formed by a 
complex of deep convective cells, which produce widely 

spread precipitation on the order of 100 km or more. MCS’s 
usually cause hazardous weather, such as high winds, hail, and 
even tornadoes accompanied with heavy rainfall. Flash floods 
are normally triggered, especially for long lived, slowly 
moving MCS’s [1-4]. Studies on MCS’s started with cloud 
photography in the 19th century, and its internal structures were 
revealed gradually as the advancement of observation 
instruments, especially since the emergence of radar 
meteorology in 1950s [5]. 

MCS prediction is still not accurate with current operational 
numerical prediction models [6]. Precise measurements of 
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particle size distribution (PSD) are essential to improve the 
microphysical schemes for severe MCS forecasting. 
Disdrometer observations can provide the most reliable PSD 
information, and some results have been published [7-9]. 
However, disdrometers provide the PSD just near the ground 
surface, and one disdrometer could only measures one grid 
point. Considering the broad structure and spatial variation of 
MCS, it is very difficult to obtain spatially continuous PSD 
observation through disdrometers only. Wind profilers extend 
the PSD measurements in vertical direction relative to 
disdrometers, but are still not enough. For example, Cifelli et al 
(2000) [10] reported the results of PSD retrievals of eight 
MCS’s in Darwin, Australia using dual-frequency wind 
profilers with a height range from 1.6 to 3.7 km (about 1 km 
below the 0 °C isotherm as noted in [10]), which could not 
detect the variation of hydrometeors from the storm top to the 
ground surface. Moreover, ground-based instruments have a 
large limitation making measurements in storms over ocean. It 
is still not very clear whether the mechanisms of MCS’s in the 
ocean are different from those occurring over the land. Satellite 
could provide a better data source since it breaks the space and 
geographical restrictions. The Global Precipitation 
Measurement (GPM) Core Observatory—launched on 14 
February 2014—carries the first dual-frequency space-borne 
precipitation radar (DPR). By radar retrieval with dual 
frequencies, namely Ku band (13.8 GHz) and Ka band (35.5 
GHz), the DPR provides comprehensive three-dimensional 
storm structure [11]. It provides a new perspective to better 
understand the inner microphysics of the MCS. 

As a typical type of MCS’s, the squall line (hereafter 
squall-line MCS) has been of high interest because it is highly 
organized and easier for analysis and modeling [5]. Several 
conceptual models illustrating the kinematic, microphysical, 
and radar echo structure of squall-line MCS have been 
presented in the 1990s [12-14]. Furthermore, through a 
composite analysis conducted by combining 26 high-frequency 
rawinsondes, 2 wind profilers, 70 surface meso-network 
stations, 4 Doppler radars and 3 National Weather Service 
surveillance radars into a coordinate system, Biggerstaff and 
Houze (1991, hereafter BH91) [12] speculated that the 
hydrometeors could be advected from the convective line to the 
trailing stratiform region, and estimated that the PSDs near the 
surface of this area could be affected by the squall-line MCS. 
The current study tries to investigate the PSDs of squall-line 
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MCS based on GPM DPR observations, and makes a deep 
understanding of the PSDs in a squall-line MCS. The next 
section describes the data and methodology. Section III 
presents the new understanding of the PSDs in squall-line 
MCS. The last section summarizes the findings and makes an 
outlook for future works.  

II. DATA AND METHOD 

The version 6 Matched Scan (MS) DPR PSD data were used 
to investigate the three-dimensional PSD characteristics of the 
squall-line MCS. GPM DPR operates at Ku and Ka band. The 
swath of Ku band is 245 km including 49 footprints, while only 
the central 125 km (25 footprints) is completely matched with 
Ka band measurements, i.e., MS. GPM DPR provides 
three-dimensional precipitation structure between 65°N and 
65°S with the horizontal resolution of 5 km and  

vertical resolution of 125 m, from altitude 22 km to the 
surface. Given this coverage, GPM DPR can potentially 
observe the evolution of a squall-line MCS and offer a high 
resolution three-dimensional retrieval of PSD information. 

The DPR retrieval can be well done with a two-dimensional 
PSD model based on the raindrop scattering difference between 
two different frequencies [15]. It is assumed that the PSD can 
be characterized by two parameters, i.e., the normalized 
intercept parameter (Nw) and the mass-weighted mean diameter 
(Dm). First, the attenuation correction of the measured 
reflectivity factors is a necessary step to obtain the effective 

radar reflectivity factors (Ze) at the dual frequencies. Then, the 
Dm can be uniquely determined by the dual frequency ratio 
(DFR) given: 

 Ze = NwF(Dm) (1) 
 DFR = ZeKa/ZeKu= FKa(Dm)/ FKu(Dm) (2) 

Where F is a function of Dm [mm] that expresses the scattering 
characteristics of precipitation particles at the given wavelength 
and the superscript Ka/Ku denotes the value for Ka/Ku band. 
Once the Dm is derived, the Nw [m-3× mm-1]  can be solved by Eq. 
(1).The performance of PSD retrieval from the MS DPR 
observations has been validated in the previous studies [16-19]. 
It is confirmed that the DPR PSD parameters are reliable and 
have a high quality, and perform best among all GPM-based 
PSD products. 

The scattering properties also depends the phase of particles, 
which are determined by identification of bright band in GPM 
DPR algorithm. The details will not be covered here but can be 
found in [15]. For liquid precipitation, PSD can be robustly 
expressed by a three-parameter gamma distribution function as: 

 
N(D) = Nwf(µ)(

D
Dm

)
µ

exp[-
(4+µ)D

Dm
] (3) 

 
f(µ)= 

6
44

(µ + 4 )µ+4

Γ(µ + 4 )
 (4) 

where, the particle diameter and the corresponding number 
concentration are designated as D [mm] and N(D) [m-3× mm-1], 
respectively. Γ denotes the gamma function. µ  is the shape 
factor and is fixed at 3 in the DPR algorithm [21]. 

For precipitation particles in mixed or solid phase, the GPM 
DPR group assumes the PSD obey Eq. (3) when all the particles 

 
Figure 1. Four typical squall-line MCS events that occurred at land and ocean, 
northern and southern hemispheres and were observed by MS DPR. Column a: 
the composite reflectivity (Ku; corrected); columns b, c and d are the vertical 
cross sections of reflectivity (Ku; corrected), mass-weighted mean diameter 
(Dm) and number of precipitating particles along the white lines in column a. 
The letters “L” and “R” indicates the left and right ends of the vertical cross 
sections. Five different regions of the squall lines are marked in columns b, c 
and d. I: mature cells; II: old cells; III: transition zone; IV: heavy stratiform; V: 
stratiform tail. 
  

 
Figure 2. Mean vertical profiles of the Ku-band reflectivity (column a), Dm 
(column b) and Nt (column c) for the five different regions of squall lines 
divided in Figure 1. Each row represents the same squall line event as shown in 
Figure 1. 
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are melted to liquid drops [15], and Dm is defined for the 
equivalent particle diameter when melted. So, we have a more 
general relationship as: 

 
N(Dmelt) = Nwf(µ)(

Dmelt
Dm

)
µ

exp[-
(4+µ)Dmelt

Dm
] (5) 

Given the Dmelt ranging from 0.1 to 8.0 mm, the distribution 
of the total number concentration (Nt) can be computed by 
integrating Eq. (3) as: 

 
𝑁! =" N(Dmelt)d

8

0.1
Dmelt 

(6) 

 
Although the reliability of Nw has been demonstrated in 

many GPM validation efforts, the fact that Nw has larger 
uncertainties than Dm has also been reported [19, 20]. 
Therefore, on the PSD characteristics of squall line, the current 
analysis mainly focus on the relative differences among 
different regions, rather than give a quantitative conclusion. 
And, to better interpret the particle number difference in 
different MCS regions, the Nt, instead of Nw, is analyzed in the 
current study. 

III. RESULTS 
The squall line structure is clearly visible from radar 

composite reflectivity (e.g., Figure 1a1-a4). Through looking 
over 26417 global scans of GPM DPR one by one, we have 
identified 1226 squall line events between 8 March 2014 and 31 
October 2018. The 1226 events only include those that have 
complete squall line structure, i.e., both the quasi-linear 
convective cells and the trailing stratiform region are presented 
in MS DPR scans. After checking the 1226 squall lines, we 
have found that the PSD from the convective cells to the 
stratiform tail have very similar distribution to their 
counterparts in different events. The particles in the core 
convective region tend to have a large size while many particles 
with modest size are concentrated at the rear edge of convective 
region. For the trailing stratiform, the particles in the transition 
zone are small and dense while those in the heavy stratiform 
region are relatively larger and sparse. In order to illustrate the 
detailed PSD structure of the squall-line MCS and to show its 
PSD characteristics where it occurs, we picked up four well 
developed squall-line MCS’s (Figure 1) occurring on land and 
sea from the southern and northern hemispheres, respectively. 
Noting that the analysis of the four events is consistent with all 
the 1226 events. The four squall-line MCS’s occurring in the 
Bay of Bengal (row 1), China (row 2), Brazil (row 3) and the 
South Pacific (row 4) are chronologically shown in Figure 1. 
The Ku-band composite reflectivity (i.e., the maximum 
reflectivity among the vertical volume at each grid point) and 
the vertical section of reflectivity shown in column a and b has 
been corrected for the attenuation with the DPR algorithm. Due 
to a strong vertical motion (Figures 1b1-1b4), the particle size 
in the convective core is generally larger or equal to 2.8 mm 
(Figures 1c1-1c4). However, the particles became smaller 
towards the end of convective region with the increasing 
particle number (Figures 1d1-1d4). The region just behind the 

squall line is called “transition zone” because it is a “reflectivity 
trough” (usually < 35 dBZ near the surface). Apparently, most 
smaller particles are concentrated in this region (Figures 
1b1-1b4). Behind the transition zone, the bright band extends to 
a large area, and the maximum reflectivity can reach 50 dBZ in 
some cases. In the heavy stratiform area, the particle size Dm is 
normally larger than 1.2 mm at the storm top, and gradually 
grows up to more than 2 mm near the surface, making this 
region stand out in the surrounding areas as shown in Figures 
1c1-1c4. On the other hand, the heavy stratiform area is also 
characterized by the scarce particle number concentration 
(Figures 1d1-1d4). Noting that the reflectivity factor Z = 
∫ D6N(D)dD+∞
0 , the radar reflectivity is much more sensitive to 

the particle size rather than the number, which explains the 
strong reflectivity in heavy stratiform area and the weak radar 
echo in the transition zone. Behind the heavy stratiform region, 
the reflectivity is decreased due to the reduced particle size 
even though the number of the particles is slightly increased. 

The squall line is divided into five regions, i.e., mature cells, 
old cells, transition zone, heavy stratiform and stratiform tail as 
shown in Figure 1, mainly based on the vertical section of 
reflectivity (Figure 1b1-b4) that implies different microphiscal 
processes in the cloud. The convective and stratiform regions 
are firstly distinguished according to the vertical variation of 
reflectivity. For the stratiform, the region with intense bright 
band (e.g., > 40 dBZ) is identified as the heavy stratiform 
(region IV), and the areas in front of and behind it are 
segregated into the transition zone (region III) and stratiform 
tail (region V), respectively. The old cells (region II) are 
characterized with the obviously reduced altitude where the 
reflectivity of 45 dBZ can reach and the markedly increased Nt 
(Figure 1d1-d4) at different altitudes. Finally, the remain area 
in the convective is identified as the mature cells (region I). 
Figure 2 shows the vertical profiles of Ku-band reflectivity and 
PSD among the five regions with each row corresponding to 
one squall line event in Figure 1. Mature cells show the strong 
reflectivity (typically > 50 dBZ near the surface) because of the 
large particle size—the Dm is usually larger than 2.5 mm near 
the surface—but the magnitude of Nt and its horizontal 
distribution vary with events (Figure 1d1-1d4). As shown in 
Figure 2c1-c4, the averaged Nt could be the lowest, moderate or 
largest among five regions. The particles in old cells decrease 
greatly in size. However, the intensity of reflectivity is still very 
high (typically > 40 dBZ near the surface) mainly because of 
the increased number of medium-size particles. The smallest 
particles are concentrated in the transition zone where they 

 
Figure 3. Conceptual model of squall-line MCS. See the text for further 
explanation. 
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produce a “reflectivity trough” despite the higher Nt. For the 
heavy stratiform region, the reflectivity increases to about 40 
dBZ because the particles become larger. The Dm of the 
raindrops is about 2.0 mm, which could grow up to 2.5 mm in 
intense squall lines (Figure 2b4). On the other hand, Nt in this 
region is obviously the smallest. For the stratiform tail, the 
reflectivity is usually less than 30 dBZ due to the rapidly 
decreased particle size, but the Nt is slightly higher than that in 
the heavy stratiform area. 

The studies of mesoscale air motions during squall lines 
have been reviewed by Houze 2004 [2]. In brief, in front of the 
convective cells, an air flow originated in low levels ascends 
through the convective and further into stratiform regions. 
There is a downdraft from middle to low levels in the transition 
zone, and a mesoscale updraft in upper levels and downdraft 
from middle to low levels can be found in the heavy stratiform 
region. Besides, a cold dry rear inflow is a distinct feature of 
squall-line MCS’s. Combining the wind fields and the DPR 
PSD, we have made some revisions to the model in BH91 (see 
their Figure 18) and present a revised conceptual model (Figure 
3). In BH91, the trajectories of precipitating particles were 
estimated from the wind fields using the observations of many 
different instruments and the particle fall speeds were derived 
from a fall speed – reflectivity relationship in the convective 
region and the doppler data in the stratiform region. According 
to the estimated particle trajectories, BH91 speculated that the 
falling positions of the hydrometeors coming from the 
convective region mostly depend on the altitude where they 
would be cast rearward, and the number of casting at lower 
levels would be less than that at higher levels. Thus the 
transition zone could be illustrated using few raindrops. 
Accordingly, many more precipitating particles would be cast 
farther, and formed the heavy stratiform. However, the DPR 
observations are quite different (Figure 1 and 2). 

In our conceptual model, the particles in mature cells are not 
very dense but have a larger size than those in old cells like 
BH91. There are smaller particles in the old cells like the 
corresponding area in BH91, but in larger quantities instead. 
We infer that the detrainment of hydrometeors from the 
convective region by the updraft inflow would not be as orderly 
as described in BH91, but be more complex and disordered. 
The ice particles being cast at different levels are possible to fall 
into the vicinity, hence most hydrometeors are concentrated in 
the old cells and transition zone because they have a wider 
source of the casting. Due to the shorter distance of the 
rearward dispersion that allows the less aggregation and vapor 
deposition, the raindrops in the transition zone have smaller 
diameters. However, the Dm in old cells is larger than that in the 
transition zone, likely because the particles in old cells is a 
mixture of larger particles that fall faster and much smaller 
particles from mature cells. Moreover, the downdraft in 
mid-to-low levels above the transition zone may evaporate the 
hydrometeors to some extent and reduce the chance of particle 
growth by accelerating their subsidence. As the casting distance 
increases, precipitating particles can get larger since more 
aggregation and water vapor deposition may take place. The 

heavy stratiform area stands out with a distinct PSD 
characteristic. It is noted that the particles in this region are 
apparently sparse from storm top to the surface, but the particle 
size is much larger even at the upper levels. Besides, in this 
region, the ice particle size above the freezing level grows 
much faster than it does in the transition zone and the stratiform 
tail in the vertical direction. We therefore speculate the 
mesoscale updraft occurring at the upper levels might greatly 
promote the growth process of ice particles. The vapor 
diffusion promoted by the mesoscale updraft is conducive for 
ice crystals to stick together when they collide (aggregations). 
Moreover, a strong and consistent updraft can slow down the 
falling of hydrometeors and facilitate mutual collisions 
(collisions-coalescences). As a result, those particles entering 
this updraft-dominating region are most likely to grow to a 
considerable size while still remaining at the relatively high 
levels. The number of those particles would reduce accordingly. 
Or, from another perspective, because of the existence of 
mesoscale ascending airflow, only the larger ice crystals with 
faster falling speeds finally might fall down to the surface in 
this region while those smaller particles might be advected to 
the rear. Furthermore, as the effect of mesoscale updraft wears 
off backward the heavy stratiform area, the number of 
hydrometeors would slightly rise in most cases. In the further 
rear, the dry rear inflow could evaporate the hydrometeors, 
especially for the rear edge of the stratiform region where the 
air flow be very strong. Therefore, the hydrometeors would get 
smaller and smaller towards the end of heavy stratiform region. 

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we take an insight into squall-line MCS’s by 
employing dual-frequency retrievals of DPR observations. The 
PSD characteristics, represented by the mass-weighted mean 
diameter (Dm) and the total particle number concentration (Nt) 
in vertical cross section are investigated. Based on the 
observations, a revised conceptual model is proposed. 
Although the GPM DPR retrieval errors might be an issue, the 
error analysis and algorithm validataion are beyond the scope 
of current study. Given the validation results from many other 
GPM DPR studies, the accuracy of PSD retrievals is believed to 
support the analysis of proposed conceptual model. 

In our conceptual model of squall-line MCS, the convective 
region is separated into mature cells and old ones based on 
different PSD characteristics. The particle size in the mature 
cells is large, but with modest number, while the particle size in 
the old cells is comparatively smaller with higher particle 
number. The major difference between the revised conceptual 
model and BH91 is the particle number concentrations in the 
transition zone and the heavy stratiform region. DPR retrievals 
show a high concentration of smaller particles in the transition 
zone. The minimum particle concentration is found in the 
heavy stratiform region. In view of DPR observations, we 
speculate that the rearward detrainment of hydrometeors from 
the convective region should be mixed, and the particles at all 
different levels would have the chance to fall into the transition 
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zone. The hydrometeors falling into the tailing stratiform 
region should be mainly from the higher levels . The mesoscale 
updraft appearing at the upper levels of heavy stratiform region 
might promote the aggregations and collisions-coalescences of 
ice crystals, and consequently could prompt the growth of 
particle size but reduce the particle number. 

In the future, we will further look into the microphysical 
mechanism in the stratiform region, and focus on the following 
aspects that remain unclear in the current work: (1) Why the 
transition zone has the highest concentration of particles? (2) 
Whether the mesoscale updraft occurring at the upper levels in 
the heavy stratiform can promote the growth of particle size? If 
so, to what extent it may contribute to the growth of particle? (3) 
Whether the rear dry inflow can decrease the particle size? To 
unveil these physical mechanisms, more observations are 
needed, such as direct observations by instrumented aircraft, 
dual-polarimetric radar and disdrometer observations. 
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